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Local businesses were once a thriving
industry that has created extensive
employment, economy and liveliness for
the local community. But now they are
becoming outdated at this time of hyper
global
competition
dominated
by
technology giants. Some argue that the
changes are evolutionary and that the
local businesses must leverage the
internet giants to be successful or risk get
eliminated but extinction of local
businesses for the beneﬁt of few large
corporates is not an evolution. Many
articles are written for the tech giants
about how smart local businesses can
now buy cheaper from outside UK and
sell proﬁtably with in the UK but I fear the
situation is more that of a candle that
burns brightest just before it goes out.
Ourlocalonline is started with a vision of
empowering the local businesses to
succeed in this global competition.
Imagine having a personal coach for your
business that is genuinely interested in
helping you succeed. We believe making
a local businesses succeed can have
profound
impact
to
our
future
generations. A vibrant local business can
not only create local economy and jobs
but it also creates local leaders and
mentors, local creativity and innovation
and a true passage of entrepreneurship
for the future generations. this is the core
belief of ourlocalonline

Ourlocalonline is organised into
four main pillars.
Learn with OLO is an institute to educate
business skills to local entrepreneurs
Women entrepreneurs organisation is an arm
to provide mentoring and business
networking support
An online marketplace for any local business
to sell online locally

Email: admin@ourlocalonline.com
Website: https://ourlocalonline.com/

A marketing arm to promote local buying:
Local Businesses Talk show, Local Offers
Leaflets
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How to be
relevant in the
Post-COVID
world?
The challenges are immense for
the small businesses; lack of
digital skills and poor online
presence will make it even harder.
Small businesses are the bedrock of any
economy; unfortunately, they are always under
attack from bigger, cheaper, technologically
advanced, and online competitors. They face
immense challenges as the world is emerging
from the COVID grip, where the customers have
moved to the online world at an unprecedented
speed. The online threat is not a new
phenomenon, but the acceleration is something
that every local and small business owner should
worry about and confront.
However, the lack of digital skills puts the small
business owners at such a disadvantage that
their survival is becoming a question of ‘when’
not ‘if’.

Mr.Bibek Borah
Cloud & Cloud Security Architect |
Technology Advisor-Infosys |
Social Entrepreneur

It does not have to be this way!
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<!Many free, easy-to-use tools, platforms, and online marketplaces are there to help our local small
businesses keep their dream alive.
Time and again, I have seen small businesses struggling with basic digital skills and so-called
digital marketing consultants taking advantage of the already sad situation.

Over the last year, I have tried to help some small businesses in the UK and
from my teachings —here are my top four things which small businesses
must do to be relevant in the post-COVID online world.

• Google My Business
• Facebook Business Page
• Tell Your Story
• Sell Online
Note: I am not covering Instagram for Business here as this could be step-too-far for small
business who has not even leveraged Google My Business or Facebook Page.

1. Google My Business

Google My Business (GMB) allows you to list your business with
Google, and you don’t need any special digital skill to do so.
Google Search and Google Map are the two
main search methods where a customer looks
for products or services online.
Local business must do their best to be in
google listing. Still, they are usually put oﬀ by
the idea that they need to invest in their own
website and invest in digital tooling like
search engine optimization (SEO), paid
marketing in social media, or expensive
tooling. It may be necessary to have its own
business website in certain cases, but it does
not have to be the ﬁrst thing

Listing in Google My Business is really simple
as google asks for basic information for the
listing and here is are some information:
• Your Business Name, Address, etc.
• Do you have a physical store where
customers can visit?
• Your business category can be Plumber,
Grocery, Delivery service…
• The area where you serve your customer is
vital, as the proximity angle of Google search
will likely use this.
• Contact details — so that customers can call
you or send messages.
• Website links — if you already have one.

Small businesses beneﬁt from appearing in
search results as Google puts lots of
emphasis on proximity (or distance) in their
search results alongside relevance and
prominence.

And that's it!
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You will also be provided with useful
insights such as visitor counts, how
customers search your business, where
they are visiting you (Search or Map, etc.)
Allowing your customers to add reviews
could be a nice way to build your
credibility online.

Google will verify the address and
business before it appears in the search
result.
Once registered, you can do lots of
interesting things to keep your customer
informed; also, tell Google that you are
active:

Customer
engagement
is
another
important aspect of Google My Business.
It provides the capability that allows
customers to call or message you
seamlessly from their search results just
by tapping or clicking.

• Add various pictures so that it appears in
Google Search, Google Maps, and also in
images.
• Post information like Oﬀers, Events, New
Product information, etc.
• Hours of business.
• Appointment links. (Important if you
provided services on an appointment
basis.)
• The list goes on….

You can add your products and services,
but I will cover this in the “Sell Online”
section. The Google advertisement is
something you can leverage at the
appropriate moment.

14
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2. Facebook Business Page
This is Facebook’s equivalent of Google My Business, and it works more or less similar manner. You need to have
your personal Facebook account before creating your business page, separating your personal Facebook proﬁle
from your business proﬁle.
Facebook page is your business's home on Facebook and can potentially connect to millions or even billions of
users. You can also create your own set of followers by posting useful information about your business and oﬀers
and allowing the visitors to follow you. Facebook advertisement is something I want to avoid in this discussion,
but it is an important and eﬀective tool.
• The creation of a Facebook page and you need to
provide information like:
• Business Name, Business category
• Additional Information about your business
• Background images that personalize your
business and logo, etc.
• Address / Location Information
• Business Hours
• Contact Information
• Your Website
• Service area

Once this is done, Facebook will allow you to post
your business information, allow users to follow
your page, contact you through Facebook
messenger, post jobs and events, etc. The Facebook
page insights provide information such as postperformance, video-performance, target audience,
and engagement statistics on clicks, likes, shares,
etc.
The next step of your Facebook page is to set up
your own Facebook Shop, and as mentioned before,
I will cover that as part of the ‘Sell Online’ section.
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3. Tell Your Story
Telling your story is more important
than ever as businesses are becoming
more digital, and the customers are
yarning for human interactions and
community connections.

So how do you tell your
story? It is simpler than
you think. Really!

Google My Business
You want to spread the news about your
Oﬀers or Events or Product launch, or
want to post some amazing pictures
about your product or services. Google
My Business is your friend.
Upload relevant business pictures and
videos, and where suitable, allow your
customers to upload their own picture.
One of the great ways to showcase your
business is to share your “At work”
pictures and videos. This helps to
establish your credential as well as
connect at a human level.
You can create your posts in various
categories — Oﬀers, What’s New Events,
Product or Service information, etc.
An image is worth 1000 words — post your
best pictures.
Write to promote — as having appropriate
keywords will be key to appear in the
customer’s search results.
A ‘Call To Action’ is important as it tells
what you want your customer to do. There
are options like — Call your number, Book
an appointment, Buy from your site, etc.
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Facebook
Business Page
Facebook posts are great ways to tell a
story with pictures and videos. A
business page allows the business
owners/admins to post about Events,
Jobs, Promotional pictures/videos,
Oﬀers, etc. You can also promote your
stories, but it will be a paid promotion.
As you can see, the content you will
create for Google or Facebook can be
reused, so having both of these
channels will help reach out to more
potential customers.
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4. Sell Online
Now, this is the tricky bit, and I suggest before
trying to build your own e-commerce website,
leverage your local online market places. You
could potentially sell on Amazon or eBay,
depending on the type of product. Still, it may
be beneﬁcial to use some niche online
platforms that remove all the technological
burden from you.
I always suggest a basic 3-step process to get
started:

First,
you want to select a locally popular marketplace to list your
business and sell your product. The online marketplace will
charge some percentage of your selling price to manage
their platform and payment processing; however, it is a small
fee to pay for the services you could leverage. The process
of listing your product, selling online, arranging the delivery,
and handling returns may look daunting initially, but these
things are very standard once you get your head around
them.

Second,
list your products and services in Google My Business and the
Facebook Shop. This will allow the maximum possible
opportunity to appear your products and services in
customer’s search results.
Adding a product to the Google My Business listing is very
easy; you need to add the product images, description price,
etc., and link to the online marketplace where customers can
click and buy. Again, a good quality image with proper
description is key for Google to index your product and show
it to potential customers.
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Second..cont

Third,
If you want to partner with a delivery company,
especially if you are delivering to a wider area.
The gig economy has provided small businesses
with lots of options to deliver goods.

Adding products to the Facebook page is also
similar, and in some countries, Facebook also
allows for selling the product using its platform.
However, as it is not a widely available solution
yet, you should link your product to the
marketplace’s product page so that customers
can click and go to your product page and buy.
To list your products on Facebook, along with the
page, you need to set up your Facebook shop as
well. Setting up your shop is usually a step-bystep process guided by the system.

Many small businesses struggle to meet
customers’ expectations of delivery cost and
speed as they are accustomed to Amazon Prime
services. It is imperative that, as a small business
owner, you will struggle to meet such delivery
demands, so better partner with someone who
can.

In conclusion, while the online businesses and giants are challenging the very foundations of our
community shops, local high streets, and the mom and pop shops, there is still hope that business
owners can embrace the capabilities of these big platforms to be prepared for the challenge.
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How Ourlocalonline
can help?
Expert and Entrepreneurs
Meeting: Connect with your fellow
entrepreneurs and listen to their journey,
challenges, and success stories. Grow your
network. Also, listen to the guest experts
on topics that are relevant to the
local/small businesses. And yes, it is all
free!

Leverage our digital services: We also help
small businesses to move online by helping
you to realize the ideas presented in the
blog. We can set up your - Google My
Business page, Facebook Page and
Facebook Shop.
Sell in OurLocalOnline: You can also
register to Ourlocalonline as a vendor, and
start selling online. Be assured that we will
help you throughout the journey to set up
your business in OurLocalOnline.

Tell Your Story in our Digital Business
Magazine: Showcase your product/services
in our 4 monthly digital magazines and
reach out to OurLocalOnline customers,
vendors, and entrepreneurs like yours.

Keep up to date with digital skills and
learn business strategies that are required
to succeed as small business owners: Book
our free workshops and view a collection
of educational videos.

Bring your story to the spotlight: Be a
special guest in our Local businesses talk
show and bring your vision and dedicated
services to the community to the spotlight.

Register as vendor

Visit Learn with OLO
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Visit Talkshow
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Ourlocalonline UK
Women Entrepreneurs
Organisation
TOGETHER WE WIN

Click to Visit Website
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Women Led Businesses
The power of working together
Generations of the human race have seen
women as kind, generous and a
representative of love on earth as a
mother, wife, sister, or daughter. Inside
each woman, there is an intense and
immense strength to be successful and
independent.
Many women possess excellent skills, let
it be baking, teaching, sports, arts & crafts,
computing, politics, academics….. passion
overﬂows in their heart. The desire to
shape this passion to reality is pressing
more so than ever.
If so, Why are the women entrepreneurs
less in number in the UK? What are the
barriers that hinder reaching their goal?
To identify the challenges and to structure
solutions to overcome, Ourlocalonline UK
Women Entrepreneurs Organisation was
founded in June 2021.
There are many support groups helping
women grow their businesses and the
entrepreneurs have to pay monthly fees to
have access to the services. We observed
many women struggle to aﬀord to be a
part of such groups.

To enable the highest quality of
business growth services available
to all women, the UK women
entrepreneurs organization is built
using the power of working
together and from the time
commitment of each member,
without
involving
any
fees/membership charges.

The services are structured BY
the women entrepreneurs FOR
the women entrepreneurs and
with the support of women
inﬂuencers and volunteers. Yes,
This is achievable.

TOGETHER WE WIN

Ourlocalonline UK Women
Entrepreneurs Organisation
14
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How do we
help?

2 0 2 1

Grow your business
with confidence
Free Business Growth Services
available in the below areas
• Education: Business strategies &
Digital skills Learning
• Networking
• Marketing
• Business Promotions
• Sales opportunities
• Mentoring
• Wellness & Health

Board Members

WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS

Founder: Dr.Logeswari Nallathambi
Mrs.Ewa Ndlovu
Mrs.Anne Ford
Mrs.Parnita Senjit
Mrs.Mathura Jeyarathnasingham

Website: https://ourlocalonline.com/womenentrepreneurs/

JOIN US TODAY

Email: admin@ourlocalonline.com
Facebook Group:

Click here for Free Registration
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Top Contributing
Entrepreneurs
Wise Woman Guide
The Women entrepreneurs organization is achievable because of
our members who have been contributing excellent business
growth services to all. From being our guest speakers, helping to
organize small group networking, and setting up sales events, our
members have excelled.

Mrs.Sally Anne Saint has helped to
bring to the spotlight, inspiring
vision of our members through the
Wise women radio show.

Listen to Sofia Style Radio

Wise Woman Guide
A discovery session of 30 minutes is free. in just three
sessions clients have experienced massive shifts in their
mindset and emotional wellbeing. A willingness to
engage in life and to step out into the world with more
self-understanding and conﬁdence

Book Discovery session
Email:sallysaint01@gmail.com
Phone: 07931318652
16
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Top Contributing
Entrepreneurs
Anne's Inspirational Cards
Mrs Anne Ford has motivated our entrepreneurs to stay
positive during the lockdown and has tirelessly presented
business enquiries on social media to the relevant members
creating sales opportunities.

Click to order
Bespoke personalized
handmade greeting cards
For any occassions

Ewa Ndlovu
Mrs.Ewa Ndlovu has taken the
lead role of interviewing our
members for the local businesses
talk show. By doing so, she has
helped
to
bring
our
entrepreneur's vision to the
spotlight.
Im an Executive Vice President and I offer Free ﬁnancial education,
helping families to become debt-free and ﬁnancially independent.
Please contact me for more details on 07500706622 or connect
with me on Facebook.
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Women entrepreneurs could be hit
hard as robot & AI technologies
become mainstream

Contributed By, Mr.Karthicraja Gopalakrishnan
IT Advisor for senior executives across many Banks & Large retail corporations in the UK. He has designed IT
solutions that enable automation, artiﬁcial intelligence & advanced technologies in a career that spans more
than two decades.

Computer technologies have over the last
few decades, reshaped our lives in
unimaginable ways. Tons of improvements
in communication & connectivity, transport
management, agriculture outputs, weather
forecast, our ability to reach millions of
people for common causes such as global
warming and so much more.

But the rapid penetration of these technologies
in our lives are driven by the business
ambitions of few large corporates. Therefore
critical inquiry is urgently needed to
understand the democratic nature of the
predicted beneﬁts and other eﬀects of 4th
industrial
revolution
on
vulnerable,
marginalised populations. One question that
stands out for me is whether the Fourth
Industrial Revolution will worsen inequality,
particularly for women. World economic forum
leader Klaus Schwab asserts that women may
be hard hit by 4th industrial revolution.

We have seen many advantages yet the
worrying question is; are these changes
democratic in a world that prides
democratic values? How many of us are
actually part of creating this change? It
feels as though we are being swept away
like ﬂoating debris by technology waves
and technology like a despot reshaping in
unimaginable ways our right to act, speak,
or think as we want. While big corporations
develop seductive technologies, it has been
also a catalyst for reducing traditional
employment opportunities. And its power is
only growing every day at lightning speed
with
new
extraordinary
technology
advances being introduced. This rapid pace
of advancement in technology is termed as
the 4th Industrial revolution.
Part of this revolution’s promise is that the
modern technologies will be used to drive
economic growth, development and
positive societal change.
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Business insider magazine shows the
jobs that are at risk of automation.
Those working in routine, predictable
& intensive jobs such as receptionists,
secretarial,
retail
sales
–
are
considered likely to be replaced.
Robots are being trialed to replace
care-worker jobs. These types of jobs
are generally occupied by women.

A I

When I read this I see a bright spot
for women. In the current world,
women are measured by the
performance of men and forced to
act like men to compete in every
job. This is likely to change in the
future. If there is one thing AI
cannot automate as yet then it is
high interpersonal skills, teamwork
and soft leadership which women
excel at.

11
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Computers cannot go beyond dealing
with complex needs of human
communication & understanding. It
does not help to hear a robot say she
loves you. Perhaps masculinity cannot
defeat the challenges of AI but
femininity can. But we may need to
revert some of the damages done
already. In this modern technology
world, community interactions are
replaced by online interactions, and
neighborhood shopping is replaced by
online buying. We need to bring back
the power of human touch, empathy,
customer care great communication &
interpersonal skills into our businesses
and profession.
So many of us want to buy products at
ever declining prices, but what we don’t
realise is that we are also a commodity
in the larger market eco-system and to
be able to get something cheaper you
may need to give your jobs to
somewhere cheaper. I would like to
think this is one of the factors for the
rapid penetration of technology in our
lives. We need to change this.
AI is used today in everything from face
and speech recognition technologies to
image analysis software. It’s also a
cornerstone of self-driving cars and
advanced robotics. Many large social
media players have made people their
products, people now have become the
commodities to be used. But women
are better placed to weather the storm.
Future may expect a lot from women
and she may become the bread winner
of many families as the jobs of many
men gets automated. Let’s hope for the
best but prepare for the worst.
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By Artist: Parnita Senjit
This Portrait has received a
meritorious award by Richeson75
international in the category of 2020
Figure/ portrait.
Website: www.parnitasenjit.com
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RECIPE TO SUCCEED IN
SMALL SCALE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

2021

Mr.Kamalakannan Anantharaman
Associate Vice President with Infosys Ltd.
Senior IT leader focused on developing business and works based out of
Nuremberg, Germany.
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A simple checklist for
budding entrepreneurs

What do
you want to
achieve ?

Your idea, product, or service.
Value
proposition
canvas/business
modeling canvas are excellent tools that
can help you fully understand your
product/ services, your customers,
market, competition, etc. I have often
used business model canvas to
understand the inter-dependencies of
customers and customer’s customers.
Spending few days creating a business
model canvas in the early days can help
you create innovative ideas then help
review your direction continually .
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Where
can I start
my idea?

Decide which region to start, and which
channels
(Facebook/
Instagram,
LinkedIn, google, amazon, etc) to target.
Being focused helps you to put all your
energy into one thing that works for you.
think about scaling when you start to
gain footing in your business.
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When do you want to
reach the goal post ?
Having a plan and clear timelines is
extremely important. you need to know
if you are doing your best if your
business doing as good as you wanted
and these can be measured only if you
have set clear timelines.

25

How do you measure
the success / Failure?

The financial return isn’t the only way you can measure
your success, so take a broader look at your progress.
Are you creating the impact you want to create for
yourself, your customer, and to the market? If you are
creating an impact then you are making progress.
Manage your finances, many great ideas have failed
because of poor financial management.
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Networking is vital for the success of small
businesses. Networking with other entrepreneurs
and subject matter experts can teach a lot that you
otherwise will spend years learning it yourself. Don’t
hesitate to ask for help and most honest people who
have been through an entrepreneurial journey are
more than willing to help.

How will you
build the
network that
will create a
win-win ?

9
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June 2021 Webinar
Top skills for a successful
Home-based business: For Women

LET US REVIEW THE

TOP TIPS

FROM OUR GUEST SPEAKERS
28

GUEST SPEAKER
Bhavya Arora

Forward
Focus
London

Ph: +447815136773
Email: bhavya@forwardfocuslondon.com
Website: https://forwardfocuslondon.com/
TOP TIPS FOR SUCCESS:
1. Gain clarity and focus of your life's direction
2. Gain Resilience by overcoming challenges and blockages
3. Get aligned with your values and purpose
4. Say No conﬁdently and set boundaries
5. Be adaptable and self-accepting
29

Isle Of Wight Cookery School

GUEST SPEAKER:
Paul Bellchambers
30

TOP TIPS FOR SUCCESS
Paul Bellchambers

1. ACT - Do not wait, plan, and build your
business
2. RELIANCE - Rely on all your skills and some
you did not know you had
3. GOALS - Set your goals and aim for high
standards in what you are doing
4. FLEXIBILITY - Reassess and change direction
if needed if it is not working, change it
5. RESPONSIVENESS - Listen to customers and
be responsive
6. FOCUS - Focus on your customer, not your
prices
7. QUALITY- Provide quality and value to the
customer
8. RECOGNISE - Where needed, use someone
else to do the things you cannot
9. RELATIONSHIPS - Build strong relationships
with suppliers and other similar business
10. LOCAL - Buy locally where you can
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No.1 Marketing Machine
GUEST SPEAKER:
Ghazala Jabeen

Click to Buy
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TOP 10 TIPS FOR
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Ghazala Jabeen

1. Update your proﬁle:
Keep it professional, uniform, branded, across different
platforms
2. Content Creation: Use Canva.com for professional
images, Use fun posts, add humor for good engagement
3. 10% business posts, 90% personal and informative
messaging
4.Better engagement by liking, sharing, commenting on
other people's posts
5. Present Valuable content: Brave it out and do Facebook
Live
6. Be visible on other groups and other people's pages too
7. Create a poll: Keep it simple for a question with
multiple choice answers to get better engagment
8. Linkedin article on a specialist subject: A good
heading, 3 part content with a call to action
9. Share testimonials, stories, and experiences
10. Always meet the 'want' and 'need' of people as your
target audiences

Watch as video
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F O R
P E T
L O V E R S

Author:
Mrs.Parnita Senjit
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Are you a pet lover? Are you buying a pet for
your home? Or would you like your child to learn
about how pets perceive this world? Lil'Leo The
Chosen One is the book for you!

Buy Book
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Balancingbridge.com
GUEST SPEAKER:
Parnita Senjit
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Business Quotes
If you do build a great
experience, customers do
tell each other about that.
Word of mouth is powerful

Jeff Bezos
Amazon
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Joe Chernov
Pendo.Io
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Business Quotes
Jack Ma
Alibaba
You should learn from your
competitor but never copy
Respect your competitor

Warren Buffet
Berkshire Hathaway
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7 reasons why
small
businesses
should learn
video
marketing!

D I G I T A L
S K I L L S

1. Video BoostsConversions and
Sales
2. Video Builds Trust
3.Google loves videos
4. Videos appeals to mobile users
5. Video Marketing can explain
more details
6. Video engages even the laziest
buyers
7. Video engages social shares

Watch video

Is it easy to learn to
make marketing
videos?
This is what the small business owners who
attended the FREE online video-making
workshop say...
'Video Making course was brilliant, with not
much digital experience, I'm so happy that i
created a video for my company' - P.York,
Rosewell Natural Health Clinic, Surrey
'It was a great experience to do the workshop
with OLO. The apps are free and the key tools
are very easy to use. All features were
explained clearly until it's understandable to
all..' - Oasis Dream Vale, Wallington
38

Watch the video guide on "How
to make a free marketing video
using Canva.com?"
64% of consumers make a
Subscribe to
purchase after they watch a
Ourlocalonline Youtube
branded social video. With
conversion rates that are this channel to get more
educational videos
high, it makes sense that
businesses of all sizes are
investing in high-quality video
marketing online strategies to
increase their engagement and
generate new leads.
39

3 Useful Tips to Make an
Engaging Business Video

03

01

CALL TOtrends
Eyeliner
ACTION

INTERESTING
Peel Masks
CONTENT
• What content you present
is the key in engaging your
audience.
• Structure in your mind
what you want to say and
how you want the ﬂow of
the content to be.
•
Short
and
focused
sentences to display in
each slide and nicely
maintaining the story ﬂow
• What can be the
content? Inspiring stories,
Video clips of your services,
Teaching,
Testimonials,
Achievements or about
your vision. Or something to
laugh! people love fun.
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HOLDING
Scalp
Care
ATTENTION

How can we hold the
attention of the viewers
without them drifting away
or skipping our video?
• Using high quality video
clips: Not an issue as there
are many free high quality
video clips available to use.
If you are using your own
smart phone clips, ensure
due attention is paid to get
it of good quality.
• Short transition time
between each slide: Each
slide to be kept only upto 3
- 5 seconds. A faster
transition
develops
curiosity.
• Asking a question will
make people think and they
would like to stay to ﬁnd the
answer.

40

• Giving a clear call to action
at the end makes it easier for
the customers to know what
to do next: Example: Join my
group, Visit my website etc.
• The ﬁnal slide with call to
action should always be your
logo and business name,
helping people to remember
your business

D I G I T A L
S K I L L S

Small-Group Workshop, Make
one video with Expert Guidance

Book Now
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Ourlocalonline UK Women
Entrepreneurs Organisation
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Wofai Nnannah
Mary Kay UK
Independent
Beauty Consultant
BE KIND. NO EXCUSES.
Book on Domestic violence
awareness
Available from July 16th
Author: Rie Pearson

The purpose of the book and the
Facebook group is to raise the
discussion about Domestic violence to
the forefront of everyone's mind.
VISION: To help as many women as
possible put their best skin and face
forward.

Ph: 07852232310
Email: bekind.noexcuses@gmail.com

SERVICES: I teach women skincare and
makeup application through
personalized consultations either on a
one-to-one basis or as a group. I also
sell one of the best skincare and
makeup products in the market

RIE PEARSON: Data capture.
Collect your customer's mobile
numbers and/or emails so that if
social media disappeared, you'd
still have a business. Getting a
customer is 7 times harder than
keeping a customer.

Ph:07428116135
Email:wofainnannah@yahoo.com
Website: www.marykay.co.uk/wakpama

WOFAI NNANNAH: Actively
listening to your customers is key
to providing a service that meets
their needs.
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Love Viva
Cake &
Crafts
VISION: To create love in every bite
experience for every occasion. To create
and share inspiration, joy, and love with
the world.
SERVICES: cakes, crafts, gift items

Viva Andrada O'Flynn: When you’re baking or cooking if
what you’re making doesn’t taste right or look right,
maybe you’re using the wrong recipe. You just have to
keep experimenting, ﬁne tune your recipe and try again.
I’ll apply it to life now. In life, when what you’re doing
isn’t working, maybe you’re using the wrong game plan.
Maybe it’s not aligned with your vision, core values,
passion even your strengths and weaknesses. Instead of
quitting, just keep on experimenting. Fine tune your
game plan or make another one. While there’s life
there’s hope. Keep dreaming, achieving and living a
meaningful
life. viva@loveviva.co
Email:
Website: https://lovevivacakesandcrafts.blogspot.com/
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O & L Interiors
VISION: Design with heart, love your
home, inspire
SERVICES: e-design (all done online),
consultation (online or in-person to
discuss particular interior issues), full
design service (full encompassing
service starting from design concept to
styling the property).

FAITH HOMEOPATHY CLINIC
I am Dr Geeta Khubchandani, now doing
both in person and online consultations
as well, a BHMS since 1994 , I am
practicing Homoeopathy since more
than last 25 years. I am insured and
licensed to practice Homoeopathy in the
UK.
Faith Homoeopathy Clinic has excellent
results in Hay
fever, Arthritis, Fibromyalgia and
Chronic fatigue syndrome. Wellness for
Women, Skin problems, Management of
Diabetes, hypertension, and endocrinal
disorders and a range of mental
disturbances like anxiety and depression
https://faithhomoeopathy.co.uk/
Phone no 07960897605
geeta.khubchandani@gmail.com

Phone: 07469827882
Email: design@oandlinteriors.com
Website: www.oandlinteriors.com
O & L Interiors: Be true to yourself,
and try different approaches
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OURLOCALONLINE

TALK SHOW
LOCAL
BUSINESSES
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OUR SPECIAL GUEST
Mrs.Victoria Bhoday
Victoria and Justin Bhoday Local Estate Agency, London
Victoria & Justin Bhoday Bespoke Estate Agent – Keller
Williams as a special guest with Ewa Ndlovu in
Ourlocalonline Talkshow.

Mrs. Ewa Ndlovu: Welcome to the

local business talk show sponsored by
OurLocalOnline.com. Thank you so
much for listening. My name is Ewa
Ndlovu and I am an entrepreneur
focusing on educating families about
ﬁnancial wellbeing. Women in local
businesses is our topic for today. Today,
our special guest is Mrs. Victoria
Bhoday who has started an
entrepreneurial journey with a wealth
of experience in real estate and she is
the owner of Victoria & Justin Bhoday
Local Estate Agency London. Now, let's
hear from our guest, Mrs. Victoria
Bhoday.

Mrs. Victoria Bhoday: Hi, Good

morning, Victoria here, your local
estate agent who lives and works in the
area. I’ve been an estate agent on the
high street for over 20 years. It started
out predominantly in South London
and then moved to the central London
market. I have huge experience in sales
and also lettings of properties. I’ve
dealt with properties from £150,000 up
to £10,000,000 in price so dealing with
many diﬀerent types of clients across
the board. I also deal with leases, short
leases, medical licenses, licenses to
assign, so I bring a wealth of
experience to the table and I’ve started
my own estate agency which is very
exciting.

Mrs. Ewa Ndlovu: Why
should people consider it
over other estate agents?
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Mrs Victoria Bhoday: We started this, my

husband and I, because we just felt that the
high street agent had really become a bit
like a machine. Your one of a number as
opposed to an individual and a client, so it
was all to do with how many viewings you
can get on a property, whether the people
wanted to see a property or not. You’re one
of maybe 10 instructions for that week as
opposed to one or two very unique clients
and we just felt there was a better way to do
it; to take it back to old school estate agency,
back to the roots where the clients are
important, the quality of the viewings are
important and the time is taken with the
viewings. As a high street agent, you’re
showing a property in about 15 minutes and
then whizzing oﬀ to the next one. Your
probably maybe 1 of 4 properties that an
agent is going to show. With our agency,
your 1 of 1 property. If that viewing takes 30
minutes, if it takes an hour, if the buyer is
running late, we will stand there and wait for
them; so its all about quality of service and
delivering that to our clients and also our
buyers who then become future clients.

"We just felt there was a better way to do it; to take it back to old school estate
agency, back to the roots where the clients are important, the quality of the
viewings are important and the time is taken with the viewings."
Mrs.Victoria Bhoday: Well, the way

Mrs.Ewa Ndlovu: What
would you say that is unique
and special about your
agency ?
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people have shopped has changed now, it's
all about online presence so we use all 4
marketing portals, plus we have Keller
Williams marketing portal which is the
biggest global estate agent in the world and
we have our own website. So we have in
total 6 websites that we market your
property on. On top of that, we do a lot of
social media: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter
as well, and that’s how we get your property
out there. It’s about the presentation, making
sure that the marketing is absolutely on
point and on key with everything and just
getting it out there because people now
shop diﬀerently; they want to 5
see things
online before they commit to coming to have
a viewing.

Mrs. Victoria Bhoday: Well, we bring a

Mrs. Ewa Ndlovu: What
diﬀerence it will make to the
local community?

lot of local knowledge. I’ve got 2 children so
I’ve been through the primary school
systems, we’re now hitting the secondary
schools. When I went out to look at the
primary schools, I looked at 17 schools
before making a choice for my children and
we bring an awful lot of wealth of
knowledge to the local area. I think that’s
really important to look at transportation
links, to look at where the local shops are;
even knowing where the local bistros,
restaurants and pubs are for those social
moments that we have in life and we can
talk about the area and the knowledge so its
not just about the property, what it is and
how it looks, its also about the area and the
facilities and everything that is brought
together that enhance that property and
making sure that the people that are coming
through to view it are aware of all of these
diﬀerent things in the area that might be
available for them and giving them proper
advice.

Well, the way people have shopped has changed now, it's all about online
presence . It’s about the presentation, making sure that the marketing is absolutely
on point and on key with everything and just getting it out there because people
now shop diﬀerently; they want to see things online before they commit to coming
to have a viewing.

Mrs. Victoria Bhoday: We’re really easy

to ﬁnd through our website
www.bhoday.co.uk, we’re on Facebook as
well @VJBhoday and on Instagram and
Twitter; please get in touch via any of these
means, we’d love to have a conversation with
you. Happy to give free advice as well;
perhaps you're going through a diﬃcult spell
and you need some advice; do give me a
ring, love to help.

Mrs. Ewa Ndlovu: That’s
fantastic, I absolutely love your
vision and your passions.
Please tell us how can we ﬁnd
you, how can we contact you?
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Local businesses are vital for our
economy. They meet your needs
with the products and services
that are oﬀered but also, more
importantly, they create
employment and an
entrepreneurial future for our
children. This is a super important
topic for all of us.

Mrs. Ewa Ndlovu: VP Financial
Education

£10 spent with a local business
means £50 back into the local
economy; this means it wouldn’t
be unfair to say buying locally
means we are investing for our
future and our children’s future as
well as making an impact in our
local community.
Thank you so much for listening,
shop locally and have a beautiful
day.

Victoria and Justin Bhoday
Local Estate Agency
Phone: 07957140449
Email:
victoria.bhoday@kwuk.com
Website: https://bhoday.co.uk/
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Photograph by Cathy Verney

Blueview Art Studio is a small independent gallery based
on the south coast in Ferring, West Sussex. Owned and
run by photographer Cathy Verney, who creates original
photographic wall art and gifts, the gallery includes
handcrafted jewelry and crafts by other local artists.
Website: https://www.blueviewartstudio.co.uk/
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4 top
marketing
tips to get
yourself
motivated
in 2021
Many solo business owners like
coaches and consultants are
completely overstretched now and,
even though it’s a GREAT time to
get back to business, they’re
struggling to find the time, energy
and motivation to get back in
action.

They’re overwhelmed with how to structure a marketing plan. So
much to offer to so many people but not enough time, where to
start!?
They’re not sure a new or even an updated service will sell well so
they don’t give 100% to getting it out there – what is the point?
They’re exhausted just at the thought of working out the tech bits
(and the expense, don’t get me started!)
Yet I know this can be different – and it is easy if you just keep it
simple.
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Here are 4 top
marketing tips to get
yourself immediately
motivated and working
toward your business
and personal goals.

1. PLAN

a. Create a 1 page simple marketing action plan.
b. Limit your space
c. Limit your activities
d. Promote one thing to one segment of potential
purchasers at any one time.
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2. LAUNCH
a. Launch your one thing as a minimum viable service.
b. Test it as a paid-for option
c. Announce a date for the launch in the not too distant future (because a deadline
gets your mind just that little bit more focused and helps with motivation)
d. JDI - Just Do It – done is better than perfect.
e. Use quick, simple & free apps to help support your launch.
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3. LEARN

Analyse
a. See what works and what doesn’t
b. Reﬁne it, before investing in paid-for options like a
website, SEO or social media services.
c. Reward yourself before starting the process again.

Reﬁne
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Reward yourself

4. REPEAT
In a nutshell:
Launch Learn Rinse Repeat.
If you are stuck, take a minute
or two to think, “What could I
get launched really quickly,
right now?”…and now, why not
take a little bit longer and
make a plan, set a date, and
announce a launch…Just Do It!
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RACHEL BENTLEY
Website

MISSION

I help solo professional coaches and consultants to proﬁtably grow
their business through coaching, mentoring and training programs
that reveal my clients’ Unique Strengths and Passions (my take on
USPs) and use them to attract aligned clients on repeat through
simple, immediate marketing actions they can implement today.
As a mum, entrepreneur, and coach I know exactly what it is like to
juggle a career with family and I also know that it can be a losing
battle!
I combine my passion with my lived experience - and professional
qualiﬁcations - to empower smaller business owners to stop faﬃng to
make things perfect and focus only on the marketing activities which
grow and scale their businesses so they can be sustainable and make
a diﬀerence to wonderful clients waiting to work with them.

SERVICES

My three-step SO Marketable Method© works by creating CLARITY,
FOCUS AND DRIVE for you so you can make the most of your
personal Unique Strengths and Passions to build a brand you, align
an amazing service with totally aligned clients, and take action to
grow and scale your business in super quick time. Book a free 15minute discovery call to ﬁnd out more about my 121 or group
coaching programs and workshops specialising in marketing for
small business owners who want to do things THEIR way and just
need someone to guide them
smallbusinessmarketingcoach.net/15MinCall

OFFERS

Connect with me here smallbusinessmarketingcoach.net/LINKS or
take up my free and low cost oﬀers:
•
Free business support group at
www.facebook.com/groups/WorksCanteen
•
Free download to ﬁnd much needed time in your business right
now smallbusinessmarketingcoach.net/24SquareSignUp
•
EBook Launch Online Today at just £7 with coupon TWENTYOFF!
You too can launch a service in one day with virtually no cost
involved like I did
smallbusinessmarketingcoach.net/LaunchOnlineToday£7
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LATEST
SERVICES

OFFERS &
DEALS

FROM OURLOCALONLINE BUSINESSES
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3 for £10
£13.50
Puravi
Ceylon Tea
The Puravi Pure Ceylon Tea is a singleorigin tea with a strong aroma and
strength.
The tea leaves are handpicked from the
best hill country tea gardens and
processed with traditional techniques.
These tea bags are foiled wrapped to
retain the freshness of the tea leaves
and
the
bags
are
made
of
biodegradable material.
We have tried our best to produce a
quality tea with the least amount of
impact on the environment.

Buy this item

Free Delivery within the UK
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Blue View Arts Studio

Lighting temperature

Visit Website

We have a current deal
on enamel mugs, which
can be personalised and

Email:
blueviewartstudio@gmail.com

are ideal for camping and
picnics. £22 (+postage).

Our Open House and Garden is
coming up next month where you
can enjoy the local crafted art
and sculpture trail with a cream
tea in the garden by the beach.
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Kavidas Services
SERVICES: Helping people and
businesses for free to understand
their bills while cutting cost

Ph: 03332103842
Email: kavidasservices@gmail.com
Website: www.kavidasservice.co.uk
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Light & Shine Ltd
Click to Buy
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Heart Centred Success With Nicci Cuff
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Rosewell Natural Health Clinic, Purley

Breathwork meditation massage
Reﬂexology
Reiki
Online consultation
Online meditation
Online Breathwork
My healing space is for healing
A space for pause
A space for letting go
A space for unwind and relaxُُ

Website:
https://www.rosewellnaturalhealth.co.uk/
Phone: 02087632123

Rainbow Healing Services, Gloucestershire
I have a newly converted therapy space which i
am using for face to face reiki and crystal
healing clients. I also oﬀer distance reiki healing
and remote card readings.
Website:
www.rainbowhealingservices.com
Phone: 07879 635648
Email: amyjeﬀries98@gmail.com
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A LITTLE BLOSSOM
Croydon
Any Tradescantia types trailing plants' 20%
discount oﬀered
Phone: 07402 980200

AT 180 DEGREES
Wallington

Email:
deepthi_abraham_2000@yahoo.com
Website: https://at180degrees.co.uk/

4
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CONFIDENCE COACHING &
TRAINING WITH LINDA WOOD

Join an exclusive community to
learn about yourself, what you
really want from life and how to
get it! Just £33 a month.

Phone: 07491 951144
Website:
https://www.calmandconﬁdent.uk/

Click to Join
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CREATE CROCHET
knitted Sunﬂowers £4 each
Email: createcrochetuk@gmail.com
Website: https://store26804038.company.site/
Phone: 07779523282

Hosting ﬁve-star rated, in-person science
workshops and birthday parties in a Covid
secure way! Contact us directly to book our
Harry Potter themed Potions On The Platform
summer holiday event in Sittingbourne for
train enthusiasts and science lovers!

4

£4

EUREKA SEEKERS
Email: eurekaseekers2019@gmail.com
Phone: 07412205105
Website: https://www.eurekaseekers.com/
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SARA KAREN ART, Bromley
Click to book

Renaissance Art Nights
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CHOCOTERIZ
Email: chocoteriz@gmail.com
Phone: 07404 819828
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Holistic Wellness
COVID - 19

Email:
holisticwellnesscovid19@gmail.com

The Wright Cakes, South East London SE9
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RUCHI'S CAKE
BOUTIQUE
I am a Home baker and I love cooking and cake
decorating!! I make Fresh Homemade Eggless,
Vegan, Theme based Fresh cream cake,
Cupcakes, in many ﬂavours.
#IndianFusioncakes
#Birthdaycakes
#Anniversarycakes
#Celebrationcakes
#Engagementcakes

Phone: 07458144198

10% Off for orders from here
Mention "Ourlocalonline"
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RUTA DI MUSIC
Guitar, ukulele, singing lessons (pop,
folk,rock, jazz, blues), songwriting,
and improvising courses.
Free slots available from mid-July.
Website: https://www.rutadimusic.com/
Phone: 07447090711
Email: rutaguitar@gmail.com
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Carrying forward her art and passion of cooking, Mayura has
been serving many happy customers since 2018.
Mayura always has been a very enthusiast cook at home. Since
her two grown up boys ﬂew from the nest her passion of cooking
had started to fade away and eventually died

MAYU'S KITCHEN
Croydon

From the diﬃculties she faced in ﬁnding a good tiﬃn service for
her own father and not wanting to cook just for herself she
decided to start cooking for others.
This truly motivated her not only to reignite her passion for
cooking but also to be able to donate a portion of proceeds to
her favourite charities after costs.
Mayu’s prices are very reasonable (under £5 per portion)
compared to the high standard of quality food she makes for her
customers using the best and fresh ingredients to bring that
authentic taste in your mouth.
Mayu cooks all vegetarian Indian, Italian, Mexican and Chinese,
which are even suitable for vegans. She mainly cooks on Fridays
and Saturdays and on other days with prior notice.
Why not give it a try yourself

ART LAB
Wallington
Artclasses for kids 4-14 yrs
Phone: 07872303788
Email: artlabwallington@gmail.com
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To receive weekly weekend menu to
place an order please send your
Name and Contact number by
Whatsapp or text message only
07932530370
Pay cash on collection or online.

ALOE4LIFE
New mango
flavoured aloe vera
drinking gel. Support
immune health and
natural energy
yielding metabolism.
Offering a 5%
discount on any
purchases between
£40 - £60

96% increase in the business in the last year
during the pandemic of people joining
home-based opportunities
Working from home opportunities available.
Enquire for more info

Phone: 07920218630
Email: nanabensonq@gmail.com
Website: https://nanabensonq.myforever.biz/
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RACHEL BATTAIS
INTERIORS
My business is Interior design for highend private residences here in
London, UK and abroad.
Phone: 07 746 856 608
Email: rachel@rachelbattais.com
Website: rachelbattais.com

RACHETTI 1 - KIDS
BEE HAPPY ARTS
& CRAFTS
Ratchetti1 - Kids Bee Happy arts and
crafts & TeddyTastic make your own
bear parties
My mobile no:07810313294
My email : ratchetti1_kbh@yahoo.com
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TEMPLE SPA
Temple Spa create exceptional
skincare products and experiences
that make a real difference to your
skin and soul health. We believe that
your body is a living temple.
Honour it, enjoy your life and live it to
the full
Email: jessica_jani@yahoo.com
Phone: 07958638430
Website:
https://spatogo.templespa.com/jessicakanji

YogaSadharmAnandana
Email: anandana.nadhavajhala@gmail.com

classes for Sciatica pain/ Backaches/
migraine/ blood pressure.
Meditation classes with Yoga Nidra and
advanced yoga Nidra. Intermediary classes
for more advanced users.
Children classes from ages 8 yrs to 11 yrs
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Register as vendor

Visit Learn with OLO

Visit Talkshow

Ourlocalonline.com
Reimaginin UK' Loca Businesse
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Ourlocalonline
UK Small Businesses Magazine
Follow us on social media

Orchard Avenue, Shirley, Croydon,
CR08UB, UK
Email: admin@ourlocalonline.com

Subscribe to Magazine

Click to subscribe

